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Abstract: Small and medium-sized enterprises in Romania have had serious difficulties in 
entering the international markets in terms of both the development of internal export 
organization capacity (exportable quantities, quality, managerial abilities, communication 
and branding) and the constraints and exigencies of external markets related to standards and 
certifications, market access conditions and regulations. Numerous studies indicate that 
Romanian firms face such constraints. There is a complex of barriers inside the firms, but also 
from the external environment that affects the interest towards export. 
Despite national export support programs through participation in trade fairs or economic 
missions or through the access to foreign trade knowledge by the foreign trade portal or the 
Europe Enterprise Network, many companies interested in export go to foreign markets totally 
unprepared to cope with the competition. So, there are several negative effects on the 
effectiveness of support programs. Some studies indicate that Romanian managers do not have 
the necessary knowledge to elaborate the export strategies on their own or do not have an 
outside expertise, although they appreciate the importance of developing this kind of 
strategies. 
To enter the foreign markets, Romanian managers need an integrated export service system 
that is accessible after developing a strategy on the market so that the road to it is smooth 
even from the participation in the international promotion events. Since 2017, the first export 
business center operates in Bacau, besides the Chamber of Commerce and Industry, and it 
offers such integrated services being conditioned by the existence of a coherent export 
strategy towards the companies from the North-East, South-East, Center and Northwest 
regions. 
From the beginning of the center activity, a number of 40 companies from the furniture 
industry as well as from the organic products area are assisted in the elaboration of export 
strategies and in supporting promotional events. 
This paper examines the evolution of this center and its importance in terms of increasing the 
capacity of the Romanian capital to enter the foreign markets. 
The conclusions of the study indicate that, in addition to overcoming the constraints noted 
above, firms in the region need support in increasing cluster and cooperative association 
capacity as an essential condition for exporting. The present material concludes that the 
activity of such a center must be organically integrated into a regional innovative ecosystem 
with other actors: territorial chambers, technology transfer centers, innovative hubs so that 
the center's contribution will be directed especially towards innovative managers. 
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Introduction 
Several internal and international studies have been focused on - identifying the needs for 
internationalization of firms, constraints, and existing internal and external barriers. In 2016, a study 
regarding companies which have export activites or which have a great potential to export concluded 
that "a significant percentage of companies (45.5%) do not have experience in international affairs". 
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Other previous studies (see National Export Strategy - NES 2016-2020) indicated that Romania has a 
limited base of exporters, which explains the concentration of Romanian exports on a small number of 
firms. The NES drew attention to the fact that there are, besides developed exporters, a large category 
of aspiring export companies (they will but do not know how) or potential (neither will they even 
know how) [9]. 
 
In the recent literature on international trade, there are studies on companies' heterogeneity, even 
within narrowly defined sector. They highlighted the importance of exporting firms for analysing 
international trade flows just for the simple fact that these are different from average firms [1] și [4]. 
Companies carrying out similar activities have different productivity, but only those with outstanding 
performance in a sector manage to become successful exporters. Melitz [7] and Ottaviano [8] have 
noticed the existence of fixed entry costs on foreign markets that are usually recovered by the most 
productive firms which became exporters . These fixed costs may be related to the need to collect 
information on export markets, establish trade contacts, hire multilingual staff, or adapt products to be 
sold abroad. The needs and challenges of exporting firms may be quite different from those of a 
hypothetical medium-sized firm, which in itself is not a very useful concept considering how 
heterogeneous companies are. 
 
Empirical evidence that is becoming available for an increasing number of countries suggests that the 
direction of causality between performance and export status runs mostly in one direction: from high 
productivity to exporting [2], [4], [10]. Put differently, it is typically high-performing firms that 
become successful exporters, while the learning effects from exporting itself seem limited, although a 
few studies have found evidence supporting such learning effects [6]. 
 
Several international organizations supporting export and internationalization (the International Trade 
Center Geneva - www.intracen.org, the UK Trade and Investment Agency) reveal that small and 
medium-sized firms have important difficulties to overcome to export and offers guides with self-
assessment solutions for export capacity. 
 
Australian Trade and Investment Commission (Austrade) is analyzing the accessing new technology 
for overseas markets. An essential element in developing a sound strategy is to identify the key factors 
that have influenced the decision to export. Austrade's studies show that, on average, exporting firms 
are more profitable than their non-exporting counterparts. Export activity involves exposure to new 
ideas, management practices, marketing techniques and ways to compete [11]. All this leads to an 
improvement in the ability to compete on the domestic market and to increase productivity. 
 
It should be noted that for developed countries the needs of internationalization are addressed to 
managers for whom competitive forces are better mastered by a higher level of managerial culture. 
However, many recognized needs refer to aspects that are found in all the materials studied. Thus 
Global Enterprise Switzerland identifies [12]: 

 export documents,  
 free trade agreements and the origin of goods,  
 value added tax in cross-border trade and service transactions, 
 customs clearance. 

 
1. Export Potential of Romanian SMEs 

National and international context in globalisation is a dominant dimension of the world economy 
bringing in front the dominance of the global value chains. These chains dominated by multinationals 
and big brands are polarising small and medium size companies from all over nations and are 
governing part of economic life at national level. 
 
National states and SMEs had to respond to the challenges of these chains which easily reallocate 
resources from one region to another leaving some parts of the world in decline and some others in 
growing process. In this context, Romanian economy which suffered severe process of restructuring 
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and deindustrialisation is facing now, like many other emerging economies, major difficulties to adapt 
to the value chain dominance. 
 
SMEs which want to enter an external market have to face different barriers related to obtaining 
information on export activity, identifying opportunities, obtaining financing for this activity, and 
about foreign competition. 
 
Export promotion programs under the umbrella of the government play an important role in addressing 
these challenges as they can fill gaps in the market and help SMEs in providing export-related 
information. 
 
The services and structures needed by SMEs which want to export should be identified in order to be 
competitive and also the way by which government will support export competitiveness vision. The 
source of competitiveness could be the improving of labor productivity, capital efficiency and the 
ability of the economy to transfer production to high productivity activities, leading to higher wage 
levels. In this respect, the priority export sectors can be identified from the country's perspective and 
their requirements can be aligned with cross-cutting areas that are considered essential for the 
development of commerce. From the competitiveness point of view there are some important points 
that could be outlined: 

 development of high-value exports based on design, innovation and intangible assets; 
 active promotion of the competitive identity of export domains and sectoral brands for 

exporting sectors; 
 the balanced presence of all exporting sectors in forms of support financed by the budget; 
 developing the Romanian business culture in quality management and quality-specific 

infrastructure; 
 developing and aligning of exporters to advanced certification standards required by foreign 

markets. 
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Figure no. 1. How to better integrate and participate in the global trading system  
Source: Banga and Bandele, 2016 

 
There are three challenges that Romanian economy has to face: 

 a poorly diversified economy that undermines the growth of the export sector; 
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 lack of absorption capacity of local products exacerbated by a relatively small domestic 
market; 

 a declining balance of payments that has affected foreign exchange reserves and contributed to 
rising public debt. 

 
Exporters will face radical changes in how to do international business because new business models 
based on networking, increasing capacity of association or network cooperation, outsourcing, and 
delocalisation will gain ground. The new international environment business will favor innovative 
organizations in all aspects, those able to interact in the network and connect quickly to consumers, 
markets and information and knowledge. The value chains of companies will be more flexible, less 
linear and with a higher degree of internationalization both sourcing and outsourcing options. These 
things will call for new managerial skills, including the organization of networks capable of 
streamlining chains value assets able to cope with competitive forces in which intangible assets 
become more and more more present. 
 
From the strict point of view of export policies and also of stimulation and promotion instruments, 
Romania has notable performances regarding the integration and functioning of the public-private 
partnership. Thus, Romania has a relatively unified legislative package and a transparent and 
institutionalized co-decision framework of the private sector. 
 
However, compared to developed countries (Finland, England, the Netherlands, Germany) which have 
a lot of support and promotion instruments, Romania is at a low level in the following áreas [9]: 

 a small amount of budgetary resources allocated to instruments and the public sector for 
promotion and support activities; 

 parallelism and non-coordination in public sector support and promotion activities, including 
branding and competitive identity; 

 lack of modern support tools (integrated database system, strategic planning of export lines, 
passport to export, modernization of external and internal support networks from the public 
sector, country branding etc.); 

 non-compliance at the national level of export support with the regional one, the latter being 
extremely fragmented and totally uncoordinated between counties belonging to a certain 
development region; 

 misunderstanding of the strategic purpose of pro-export activities, which is not simply a 
promotion of the existing rigid offer but a concentrated activity of export development both 
externally and internally. Romania will climb the hierarchy of exporters, not only by 
promoting the existing offer but also through a continuously effort to adapt itself. 

 
2. Export Business Centers 

The Export Business Center is an innovative model in Romania, able to combine local and 
international expertise to increase exports in two of the priority areas within the 2014-2020 National 
Export Strategy for Romania: organic farming and wood furniture. 
 
Developed in 2017, the Export Business Centers support companies to become internationally 
competitive and also support the creation of an export-oriented local culture. Due to the innovative 
economic environment, it is critical for the success on foreign markets that local producers be prepared 
with the right information, tools and resources. In Romania there are two export business centers that 
have appeared in the framework of “Integrated export services for Romania SMEs” project financed 
by Romanian-Swiss Cooperation Program.  
 
The program comprises two stages: 

 training of SMEs to create high-value, internationally competitive products and dedicated to 
the needs of consumers in target markets in EU and non-EU regions, 

 and participation in international events. 
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The project aims as objectives the following: 

 supporting the increasing export capacity of SMEs which are active in the fields of organic 
farming and furniture production by organizing training courses and specialized training 
sessions; 

 promoting access to foreign markets through participation in fairs and exhibitions and 
matchmaking sessions; 

 consultancy for creating an efficient export strategy; 
 access to design (packaging and labeling), quality control, and certification services. 

 
According to the study related to the needs of organic farmers and wooden furniture producers from 
the South-Muntenia and North-East regions, the Romanian companies want to export. 180 firms 
located in the South-Muntenia and North-East regions responded to the study, and only 27% of the 
agricultural producers and 49% of the wood furniture producers have consistent export strategies. 
 
In the organic farming sector, the study revealed that, although there is a wide range of products and a 
high demand for exports, manufacturers are finding it difficult to access international markets. These 
are both internal, linked to the lack of information and qualified personnel in export activities, and 
external in the form of tariff and non-tariff barriers, target market uses, import country legislation, or 
quality certification. In the field of wood furniture, 80.3% of the 80 firms surveyed said they have a 
company development strategy, but they mainly target the domestic market. Thus, 57.4% of firms do 
not have a branding strategy for internationalization, and 50.8% do not have an export strategy. In 
general, Romanian companies from both sectors have declared that they want to export, although they 
lack the knowledge to do so. In addition, in preparation for export, 73.8% of companies want to 
participate in promotional events at international fairs and exhibitions. Also, 79.3% of the furniture 
companies and 74.8% of those active in the field of organic farming are ready to adapt their products 
to the conditions of the internationalization demand. 
 
Based on the needs reported by the producers from the research study and from the conclusions of the 
public debates, the themes of the training program and the services provided by the team of specialists 
of the Export Business Centers from Ploieşti and Bacau were established.  
 
The purpose of the Export Business Centers is to support Romanian producers to be: 

 competitive on international markets; 
 trained to meet export requirements; 
 known through participation in international fairs and exhibitions. 

 
At the same time, Export Business Centers actively support the creation of a favorable export culture 
by: 

 developing a network of commercial representation on the markets; 
 dialogue between the existing organizational structures on the market - companies, the 

Chambers of Commerce and Industry of Romania, Prahova and Bacau, employers, research 
institutes, clusters, associations, cooperatives and universities; 

 creating high value added products to overcome the current export phase of raw materials; 
 promotion of organic agricultural products, furniture and wood products on foreign markets; 
 supporting technology transfer programs; 
 making strategic partnerships with trade promotion offices in the embassies of the target 

countries; 
 promoting a certain management type characterized by elasticity, dynamism and efficiency. 

 
The beneficiaries of the export business centers services could be: 

 companies that have export capabilities but they need training and the necessary information 
to launch on international markets; 
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 occasional exporters or those who have addressed only one single market or single distributor 
and want to expand their area; 

 exporters of low value added products, who need specialized guidance to create products with 
higher added value. 

 
The export business center from Bacău comprises 40 companies, 20 from organic farming and 20 from 
wood furniture sector. In the furniture industry, small producers are predominant and their main 
products are small kitchens, sofás, tables and chairs, outdoor furniture, indoor decorations. In the 
organic farming sector most of the companies are producing honey and apiculture products, cereals 
and their adjacent organic products, milk and organic products from milk, fruits and vegetables and 
organic products derived from them. 
 
The majority of the companies are potential exporters or less developed producing low value added 
products. Most of them have a brand under the process of construction. The training process started in 
January 2018 and will end in June 2018 and it comprised the following: 

1. steps in ellaboration of an export strategy and general strategic options; 
2. definiton of the export product and trade barriers and constraints; definition and selection of 

export markets related to the product; 
3. standards and quality certifications; 
4. distribution channels, price and promotion; 
5. branding and communication channels; 
6. clusters and business alliances; 
7. export finance. 

 
During the five modules, the producers have had the possibility to compare the previous knowledge 
with what was delivered. Interaction with them showed a lack of knowledge in ellaboration of an 
export and branding strategy, but they have the desire to cover and complete this gap. 
 
This confirm the initial hypothesis of the project that the companies need new managerial skills and 
abilities for export activity. 
 
After completion of the five modules participants confirmed that they have gained essential 
knowledge and during study cases and exercises they were able to shape out important elements for 
their export. This was evident under the following aspects: 

1. Ability to identify one to three export products; 
2. Ability to select one to three export markets; 
3. Ability to prepare an export plan; 
4. Ability to prepare and present an export offer. 

 
Conclusions 

Looking at this partial achievements, the main conclusión of our study is that export business centers 
are an efficient tool to transform potential exporters into perfomer ones. However, the process is 
fragile and requires additional efforts to identify from the participants a nucleus of front runners able 
to move faster towards export markets. 
 
In this way, we consider that the export business centers job is only at the begining since the process 
of delivery integrated export services has to be more clearly focused on at least two groups: the front 
runners and the less prepared group. 
 
Our recommendetion is that the expertise of these centers should be divided and tailored made for 
these groups. 
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